The Nino 300 keeps you up to date when you're on the go. Access your important information with this lightweight, pen-based personal companion. The Nino 300 is the affordable, efficient way to keep track of Personal Information Management, Mail/Messaging, and Information Services. The Nino 300. Everything you need. Everywhere you go.

- Synchronise your calendar, contacts, and to-do lists between the Nino 300 and your desktop PC with the Nino Dock (included). You can even recharge batteries at the same time. The Nino 300 lets you keep in touch with everything you need.

- Unique ergonomic design allows one-handed operation and quick, simple access to information.

- With a 75MHz MIPS-based RISC processor and at least 4MB of memory, the Nino 300 delivers pocket-sized power.

- The Nino 300 runs Microsoft® Windows® CE for the Palm-size PC. It comes complete with a variety of applications, including Pocket Outlook™, Inbox, Voice Recorder, and NoteTaker to name a few.

- Access e-mail and search the Web with the optional 19.2Kbps data/fax modem.

- Expand memory with CompactFlash storage cards. The Nino 300 can keep up with you when you're on the go.

- Everything you need. Everywhere you go.
Backlit touchscreen display
The Nino display supports 4 shades of gray (320 x 240 pixels) and one-touch backlighting and contrast control. Large .24mm dot pitch for easy readability.

High-performance 32-bit MIPS-based Philips R3910 RISC processor at 75MHz
Designed for fast access and high throughput of Windows CE applications.

Multiple input methods
The Nino 300 is equipped with a T9™ smart keyboard developed by Tegic Communications and supports smARTwriter® handwriting recognition program.

Optional Low-power 19.2Kbps data/fax modem
Access information and stay in touch with your office, your clients, or your family.

Voice Command
Use your voice to conveniently access applications and information with Pocket Commander™, a voice command program developed by ART™.

Microphone
Unidirectional microphone and Voice Memo enable you to record ideas and reminders.

Audio out
Lets you play back your sound files and voice memos. Low-power, front-facing speaker provides optimum audio out.

Weight approx. 220 g (with batteries)

Included Software
- Microsoft® Windows® CE for the Palm-size PC
- Microsoft Pocket Outlook™; NoteTaker; Voice Recorder; Inbox; Channels; Calculator; Solitaire; T9™; Pocket Commander; SmARTwriter®; Nino Expense Manager.

Optional Nino 300 Accessories
- CompactFlash memory cards, Telephone line connectivity kit, Nino Dock, Nino-to-PC Traveling Cable, Traveling AC Adapter, NiMH Rechargeable Battery Pack, Nino Carrying Cases, and the Nino Car Charger.

Warranty
- One year parts and labour. 24 hour replacement within European Union.

Visit our website: www.nino.philips.com

For more information:
- Austria: 0660 511647;
- Belgium: 0800 73570;
- Denmark: 888 80949;
- Finland: 00811 13138;
- France: 0800 900475;
- Germany: 0130 817 148;
- Greece: 008 003112227;
- Ireland: 1 800 553 185;
- Italy: 167 790 013;
- Netherlands: 0800 023 2010;
- Norway: 800 11320;
- Portugal: 0080 835367;
- Sweden: 020 798 826;
- Switzerland: 0800 961 445;
- UK: 0800 993 199;
- Other Countries: +31 534 860 058
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